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Well, I hope everyone arrived home safely after a good weekend in the Hague. For those of you 
who were not there, the weather was not very warm, but the welcome was and the standard of 
theatre was high. The AATG innovated by having free seating in the theatre.  This worked well 
here and certainly ensured that the audience was seated in good time for the start of the evening! 
Our adjudicator, Rex Walford, gave us interesting and informative critiques of the plays which 
were performed each evening.  Hereafter is the list of winners as well as those nominated for  
prizes. 
 
 

THE WINNERS 
 

 
Kast Cup for Best Production, 1st Place: English Comedy Club,  Brussels 

Mervyn Briscoe Award, 2nd Place: Irish Theatre Group, Brussels 

Taché Diamonds Award, 3rd Place: American Theatre Company, Brussels 

Blackie Award for Best Actor: Caraigh McGregor, E.C.C., Brussels 

Blackie Award for Best Actress: Margot Nisita, The Bonn Players 

Grand Duchy Award: Best Stage Presentation: Village Players, Lausanne 

Marcel Huhn/Bruno Boeye Stage Management: The Bonn Players and N.W.T.C., Luxembourg  

Anthony Cornish Discretionary Award: The Stockholm Players 

DAW-Verulam Award: Best Original Script: Wendy Marie Foerster, ACTS, Stuttgart 

 

THE NOMINEES 

Blackie Award for Best Actor: 

Don Sesia  In Players, Amsterdam 

Andrew Brookes Village Players, Lausanne 

Herman Duchenne Het Homerostheater, The Hague 

Nigel Harvey The Stockholm Players 

Ted Fletcher A.T.C., Brussels 



Blackie Award for Best Actress: 

 

Ann Overstall New World Theatre Club, Luxembourg 

Fran Potasnik New World Theatre Club, Luxembourg 

Michelle Golledge ACTS, Stuttgart 

Elizabeth Winkler ACTS, Stuttgart 

Carrie Ellwanger ITG, Brussels 

Róisín Dore ITG, Brussels 

Fiona Durie ITG, Brussels 

Claire Eriksen The Stockholm Players 

Anna Cottle The Stockholm Players 

Abi Greef E.C.C., Brussels 

 

Anthony Cornish Discretionary Award: 

Dirk Marks for his smooth introductions A.A.T.G., The Hague 

Susan and Marion for the teas and coffees A.A.T.G., The Hague 

Vivi’s songs and accompaniments  Semi-Circle, Basel 

Sound Effects A.T.C., Brussels 

The large collection of ‘doggy’ songs The Stockholm Players 

Camden Gaultney and Joel Balsters, The Bonn Players and  
two young and talented actors to watch out for Het Hoerostheater, The Hague 

Nigel Harvey and Olle Lindholm for their portrayal of dogs The Stockholm Players 

Isabelle Dousset as Gertrude Stein Tagora, Strasbourg 

The Seven Deadly Sins E.C.C., Brussels 

The Stockholm Players, who would have been among the winners had they not overrun. 

 

The Grand Duchy Cup: Best Stage Presentation: 

Expert in Flowers Semi-Circle, Basel 

Something Unspoken N.W.T.C., Luxembourg 

The Tragical History of Doctor Faustus E.C.C., Brussels 

Renaissance Farces A.T.C., Brussels 

 

 

 



I was aided in the task of writing the short critiques of the plays by Ann Overstall, Chris Lagdon 
and Les Lagdon. For which help, much thanks.   
 
The weekend began with The In Payers’ production of George Bernard Shaw’s Augustus Does His 
Bit. This is a difficult play in that it is dated.  I felt that Augustus was going in the right direction 
with his over the top performance.  Beamish, unfortunately did not sustain either his limp or his 
accent. Perhaps he should have foregone both to play up to Augustus more so as to bring out the 
farcical nature of the piece.   
 
The Semi-Circle of Basel’s Expert on Flowers - an original script – had a set comprising effective 
window panels and lots of flowers. I had  a problem deciphering the relevance of the singer until 
quite late on, and it seemed to me that the music, though good,  and the accompanying scenes did 
not really add anything to the action. Much of the movement was in straight lines with a lack of 
interaction between the actors - unfortunate as there were some good performances: ‘Pascal’ was 
natural and relaxed, ‘Tammy’ played with humour, ‘Sonia’ was sincere and ‘Larry’  moved from 
deadpan to humour. 
 
Friday evening ended with N.W.T.C. Luxembourg’s production of Tennessee Williams’ Something 
Unspoken. Here was a good-looking set with heavy old-fashioned  furniture.  Unfortunately the 
sofa where Grace spent much of her time was poorly lit and set too far upstage leading to awkward 
turns of the head for Cornelia. Although the action was fairly static, Ann Overstall as Cornelia and 
Fran Potasnik, playing Grace kept the pace going and the phone calls were well handled by both.  
Good performances from both protagonists. 
 
A split stage with kitchen to the right and lounge with sofa and television to the left greeted us first 
up on Saturday night for Wendy Marie Foerster’s original script An Almost Perfect Murder played 
by ACTS, Stuttgart.  At first the women spoke too quickly to be quite comprehensible and Thomas 
was not always easy to understand. On the whole, however the action was well maintained on both 
sides of the stage. The celebrations on the goal-scoring were amusing as were Beth’s suggestions 
of how she might react to her husband’s sudden death. 
 
The curtains opened to atmospheric music and an impressive spot for Vincent Eaton’s Boom 
performed by the Irish Theatre Group of Brussels.  The adjudicator wondered if this really was a 
comedy or something darker giving insight into the terrorist mind.  The audience interpreted it as a 
light-hearted comedy about X, Y and Z  who have given up their former identities and are plotting 
to blow up the whole world – with a small box…  There were some lovely choreographed 
moments and three strong performances from Carrie Ellwanger as the committed ‘X’, Róisín Dore, 
‘Y’ who still holds some capitalist leanings and Fiona Dure, the almost naïve, but expressive ‘Z’. 
 
The Village Players of Lausanne had an extensive, realistic set for their look at suburban life as 
portrayed in N.F. Simpson’s absurd A Resounding Tinkle.  Unfortunately there were some 
hesitations on the part of ‘Middie’, playing leading to loss of pace, though Andrew Brookes turned 
in a precise and believable performance as ‘Bro’, the archetypal suburban dweller.  
 
 A charming vision of purple cyclorama, pink costume and white parasol formed a backdrop to a 
beautifully modulated performance by Margot Nisita as Old Anna as she considers a life-defining 
choice with her younger selves in The Bonn Players And Go To Innisfree by Jean Lenox Toddie. 
Should she remain independent, an idea supported by her freedom-loving self as a child, 
delightfully played by Camden Gaultney, or follow the safe and sensible advice of her middle aged 
persona and move into sheltered accommodation?  The movements and expressions of the three 



women flowed as in a silent movie.  Although the script itself was somewhat limited, the  
production was enhanced by  good use of lighting and musical interludes. 
 
An invisibly linked row of white tables and two office chairs gave a deceptively conference room 
appearance to what was to become the scene of a chilling interrogation in Harold Pinter’s One For 
The Road presented by Het Hoerostheater of The Hague.  Dramatic electronic music helped to 
keep the tension as Nicolas, the interrogator, played out his games of psychological intimidation.  
His smooth, quiet delivery  belied his sinister, sadistic nature.  The four characters all gave strong 
performances in this riveting production. 
 
Stay Carl Stay by Peter Tolan, is a light comedy in which the changing relationship between 
Caroline and her partner, Brian, is later mirrored, to hilarious effect, when Caroline brings Carl the 
dog into the household. There were excellent performances all round with good cameo appearances 
by Mary Sue and her sexually frustrated dog, Bingo.  The clever choice of dog lyrics at each scene 
change unfortunately slowed down the pace of an otherwise energetic production by The 
Stockholm Players.  Carl the dog, boisterously played by Nigel Harvey had the last word, of 
course. 
 
Tagora of Strasbourg opened the last evening with Arthur Kopit’s Chamber Music set in a mental 
institution.  The unfortunate placing of a shallow semi-circle of chairs meant that movement was 
more or less restricted to left and right parallels.   The murder of ‘Amelia’ was not as terrifying as 
it could have been and the mayhem scene at the end appeared to lack direction when it really 
needed tight choreography to be effective.  However everyone played his or her own character 
without, apparently, noticing the others, as could expected by people in their situation.  The note-
taking, cackling ‘Gertrude Stein’ character gave a consistent performance. 
 
Loud music (a little too loud for my taste!) and an impressive tableau opened The Tragical History 
of Doctor Faustus by Christopher Marlowe, performed by the English Comedy Club of Brussels.  
Good performances from the chorus, from Abi Greef as Mephistophilis in her, almost, principal 
boy outfit and Caraigh McGregor as Dr Faustus, though occasionally I had a little trouble hearing 
his words. We all enjoyed the strobe-lit dance of the Seven Deadly Sins and the green smoke and 
snake impression of hell.  With a ‘cast of thousands’, inventive lighting, lots of smoke and special 
effects, music and choreographed movement this was, on the whole, a polished performance 
though it lacked a little pace in the closing scene.  
 
FEATS 2007 ended with Renaissance Farces adapted by Joseph Strick.  These three short pieces 
were performed as they would have been in the sixteenth century by a troupe of strolling players 
and were connected by music.  Amusing and effective live sound effects enhanced the atmosphere 
and I would have like the effects team to have been slightly more in view. Although a little more 
pace in places would have really brought out the farce, the American Theatre Club of Brussels 
showed great versatility in their performance and brought the festival  to a close on a high note. 
 
 

 FEATS FORUM 
 
About thirty people attended the FEATS Forum.  The FEATS 2007 Stage Manager, Helen 
Bannatyne, informed everyone that things were running smoothly backstage with the groups. 
However, she reiterated the eternal problem: that of receiving information from the competing 
groups in accordance with the requirements of the organising team.  If they do not receive 
information it is very difficult to plan the sequence of performances. It is better to send in 



incomplete documents to be completed as soon as possible, than not to send any at all.  Obviously, 
it is better to be a bit more organised at the group level and make sure that you know exactly what 
you need at an early stage in the planning of a FEATS entry.  And this is extremely important and 
especially if you are thinking of performing a play whose rights have to be negotiated in America 
as the Americans are notoriously slow at granting rights.  As has already been stated in the 
newsletter, if you do not have the performing rights, you will not be allowed to perform at FEATS! 
 

As there had been several children in the audience when plays were performed which contained 
‘adult content’, this question was discussed.  It was felt that, although the FEATS community 
really had no duty to do so, mention could perhaps be made in the programme or on a notice board 
in the foyer if a play contained anything which could be deemed adult content.   
 
An intriguing, but, it was decided, unworkable proposal was put forward that only the names of the 
groups and the plays to be performed be mentioned without giving a running order.  The idea is 
that the audience would watch each performance without any pre-formed anticipation based on 
previous performances of the groups.  
 
FEATS Webmaster, David Crowe, mentioned the new “Frequently Asked Questions” (FAQ) 
section of the FEATS website.   You have a question about FEATS?  Ask it on the FAQs section 
and the someone will be able to answer it for you. 
 
 

~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
 
 

The All-Winners Festival will take place at The Albert Theatre, Llandrindod Wells from 15th  to 
21st  July 2007.  The English Comedy Club, as winners of FEATS 2007 is eligible for invitation to 
play at this festival.  
 
 

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 
 
 
On 22nd September 2007, GODA will be holding a Festival Conference at the Swan Theatre, 
Worcester.  This conference could be of interest to organisers and adjudicators, or  group members 
who participate in festivals.  

 
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< 

 
You probably noticed the Vikings in the foyer of the theatre during FEATS 2007.  They had 
struggled, this being the operative word as, at the last minute, SAS cancelled their flight down to 
The Hague to advertise Stockholm and FEATS 2008, with Colin Dolley adjudicating.  As most 
people will have to fly, Stockholm is hoping to see some innovative and artistic sets.   More of the 
city and the event in the next newsletter.   
 

””””””””””””””””” 
 
It just remains for me to wish you all a good summer wherever you are and whatever you are 
doing. 
 


